The Anti-Coincidence Method

Introduction
When the half life for gamma decay of the excited daughter state is in the order of, or longer than, the resolving time in a coincidence measurement, a significant loss of genuine coincidences will occur. Increasing the resolving time is limited by the corresponding increase of accidental coincidences. Therefore, direct coincidence counting will usually be reserved for decays with the parent-daughter radiations in prompt (i .e., within less than 10-7 s) succession. (For example, the electron-capture decay of 85 Sr to the 514 keV state in B 5 Rb , which has a halflife of about 1 µ.,s , would require a resolving time of about 10 µ.,s. ) For radionuclides decaying via delayed gamma-ray emission from the excited state of the daughter nucleus, anti-coincidence counting, selective sampling (described in Section 7), and correlation counting (described in Section 8) are particularly useful, since these techniques exclude fortuitous coincidences (random-coincidence effects) and all the problems associated with their accurate determination (see Section 5, Gandy effect, etc.); corrections are required essentially only for dead-time losses and background.
The anti-coincidence method as an alternative to coincidence counting was first suggested by Bryant (1962) for prompt [3-)' decay and subsequently was applied to the case of delayed gamma-ray emission (Bryant, 1967) .
Principle and Realization
With anti-coincidence counting, typically applied to [3-)' decay, the count rates from each detector, p 13 and p-Y , are recorded together with those gamma-ray counts which are not correlated with any detected [3-ray events. Thus, anti-coincidence counting is the complement of coincidence counting and not basically differ-ent· the coincidence rate can be directly obtained fro:U the difference between the total gamma-ray count rate, p-Y , and the uncorrelated, non-coincident gamma-ray count rate,* Pa, as P13-y = P-y -Pa· (6.l )
The activity of the source and the efficiencies of the beta-and gamma-ray detector can then be calculated using the basic formulae in Equations 5.2 and 5.3 of Section 5.
In prompt [3-)' decay, the rate Pa can be measured by * It should be noted that Pa is identical with the quantity called Pg elsewher e in this report. Since Pa is normally used in the context of anti-coincidence counting, this notation is also applied in the present chapter.
accepting only those gamma signals that precede or follow signals in the [3-ray-detection channel by some minimum time period. This can be achieved by delaying the gamma signals relative to the beta signals by a fixed time 8 and closing a gamma-channel gate for a fixed time 28 after each [3-ray signal. As for the choice of the length of 8, the same criteria are applicable as for the coincidence resolving time in coincidence counting to take into account the spread of signal arrival times due to jitter and walk; in this case, registration of any correlated events has to be avoided (see Figure 6 .1).
In case of delayed gamma-ray emission, it is only necessary that the gamma-channel gate re~ains closed for a further period, 8 1 , after each [3-ray signal, beyond the time required for prompt [3 decay (see Figure 6 .1). The probability of registerin~ unwante? coincidence events is reduced to any desired practicable limit, 2-m, by taking (28 + 8') equal to m half lives of the intermediate state. The practical upper limit for the half life of the daughter isomeric state is probably a few milliseconds set by counting st~tis.tic~, because a long half life requires a long anti-comc~ dence gate period, which implies low count rates if dead-time losses remain small (see below) .
Corrections
For reasons outlined in Sections 4 and 9, in order to keep decay-scheme and efficiency-dependent corrections small, high-efficiency [3-ray detection ( E13 ~ 90%) is usually employed. Since, with the anti-coincidence method the coincidence rate is obtained using Equation 6.1', the relative uncertainty in Pa will not enter with full weight into the determination of the source activity, i.e., it will be diminished by t~e .factor (1 -E ) / E • This is different from the comcidence meth:d where the uncertainty in the coincidence rate fully enters.
Obviously, the observed individual beta-and gamma-channel count rates, R, ha~e to be corrected for dead-time loss and background m the usual way, i.e. , Pp, = R p,/( l -Rp,Tp,) and P-y = R -y/( l -R -yT-y) for non-extendable dead times. However, compared to coincidence counting (Section 5), the problem of the dead-time correction for the anti-coincidence channel is not so well understood. When calculating the source activity according to Equation 5.2 of Section 5, with coincidence counting the dead-time loss in the beta channel (which requires usually the largest correction) and the dead-time loss in the coincidence rate compensate to some extent. This does not apply to gamma anti-coincidence counting, making the dead-time correction important. In his first paper dealing with prompt [3-)' decay, Bryant (1962) gives the following simple expression as an approximation for the true anti-coincidence rate Ra Pa "" l _ Rp, (Tp, + 28 ) -RaB (6.2) in terms of the observed anti-coincidence rate, Ra, and the observed [3 rate, Rp,, (Figure 6 .1). RaB denotes the anti-coincidence background rate, observed without source. He assumes non-extendable dead times in the individual channels and the "gate-closed" period to cover the time span of the beta-signal dead time plus the necessary extension time (twice the gammapulse delay time 8) after each detected [3-ray event. Obviously, the reason for the "gate-closed" interval to comprise the dead-time period is to exclude the recording of correlated gamma-ray events caused by the loss of gate signals due to dead-time effects in the beta channel. AB can be seen from a sketch of the pulse trains in Bryant (1962) , an extendable behavior of the "gate-closed" periods is assumed, i.e., if the next beta signal appears when the gate is closed, the gate period is extended by another full cycle ( Tp, + 2 8).
Chylinski et al. (1972) used Bryant's simple formulae to standardize sources of 6 0Co and 170 Tm employing count rates of 4000 to 5000 s-1 , and they achieved agreement between the activity values using both the coincidence and the anti-coincidence method within 0.1 % and 0.4%, which is consistent with the estimated uncertainties. The width of the anti-coincidence gate required with regard to the mean delay of the beta pulses was determined by recording plateau curves of the coincidence rate observed with the gate operated in the coincidence mode.
In his second paper, devoted to measuring the activity of radionuclides emitting delayed gamma rays (e.g., 85 Sr), Bryant (1967) presents a more sophisticated dead-time correction formula including the extendable character of the anti-coincidence gate signal. Background correction is considered to be a simple subtraction following the other corrections. The dead times in the individual beta and gamma channels are again assumed to be non-extendable. The time relationships of the detector signals, dead times, anti-coincidence gating signals and anticoincidence output are sketched in Figure 6 the above notation, the anti-coincidence gate remains closed for a time (28 + 8') after the end of a dead-time period in the beta channel. Bryant's equation for the dead-time corrected anti-coincidence count rate reads
Pa "" exp [-pp,(28 where the first factor following Pa represents the probability that the anti-coincidence gate is open and the second factor is the probability that the gamma channel is live; anti-coincidences will be recorded only if both conditions are fulfilled. The probability that the anti-coincidence gate is open is the product of the probability (1 + Pp,Tp,) -1 that the beta channel is live and the probability exp [pp,(28 + 8') ] that the beta channel has been live for at least a period (28 + 8').
Equation 6.4 contains the simplifying assumption that the "gate open" periods and the gamma-channel dead times are uncorrelated (product of the respective probabilities), i.e., that there are no betaassociated coincident signals in the gamma channel. The dead times due to correlated signals in the gamma channel will perturb the anti-coincidence signal dead-time sequence. However, the latter effects are assumed to be small during the "gate open" periods since such perturbations will mainly occur near the beginning of the "gate closed" periods.
Live-Timed Anti-Coincidence Counting
AB the correction for dead-time losses is rather complicated, live-timed anti-coincidence counting has been introduced, which, by the use of extendable dead-time circuitry, is believed to virtually eliminate corrections for all instrumental effects (Baerg et al., 1976) , being equally effective for prompt and delayed gamma-ray emission. It can also be used to search for spurious double and multiple pulses.
The principle of the latter version of anti-coincidence counting can be briefly described as follows. The logic signals derived from registered gamma-ray events are delayed relative to the correlated logic beta-ray signals by a period greater than any 13--y time jitter and walk, as mentioned above. Both these logic beta and delayed gamma signals trigger via an "OR" combination a single common dead-time circuitry of the extendable type (compare De Carlos and Granados, 1973) . The value 'T of this extendable dead time is adjusted to be longer than any overall 13--y time jitter, walk and delay, typically a few microseconds. The extendable dead-time busy output signal is used as a gating signal to block the beta and gamma signal path and inhibit a live-time clock counter. A very short delay of this gating signal (in the order of a few nanoseconds) enables the original beta and gamma pulses to pass for processing. Thus, only gamma-ray events not correlated with any beta-channel events are recorded since, due to the basic characteristic of an extendable dead time (see Section 2), no other pulse can have been detected in the interval 'T preceding the observed pulse, and the delay of the gamma signal causes the gamma channel to be already blocked by a gating signal produced by a correlated 13-ray event. The ratio of the gated live-time clock counts to the ungated clock counts measures cumulatively the percentage live time of the system and thus provides the exact time base for event counting. (The dependence of the accuracy of live-timing (variance of the live time) on the frequency of the periodic clock pulses has been addressed in Section 3.1). No other correc-tions for instrumental effects (dead time, resolving time, time jitter) are necessary. The necessity of subtracting the normal background and correcting for radioactive decay is obvious. For measurements on delayed gamma-ray emitters, the above-mentioned extendable dead time has to be increased accordingly. The change of the gamma-channel anticoincidence count rate with a variation of the length of the dead time, 'T, can, on the other hand, be used to measure the live time of an intermediate state (Baerg, 198 la) and, in the same way, the optimum setting of 'T can be verified in order to ensure that only events with no partner in the other channel are counted (see, for example, Santry et al., 1987) . An anti-coincidence gate which is too wide decreases the anti-coincidence count rate, thereby requiring longer measuring times in order to achieve a certain precision.
As with other direct methods applied to derive accurate source-activity values, a consideration of detector-efficiency and decay-scheme-dependent effects is generally required (see Section 9). In the latter context, another advantage of anti-coincidence counting may be pointed out. As can be seen from the count-rate equations valid for coincidence experiments, when at least one of the detectors involved is not exclusively sensitive to one of the radiations (see, for example, Equation 9.1 in Section 9), and more so in the case of complex beta-gamma decay, the possibility of observing false additional coincidences (not stemming from coincident beta-gamma events) does not cause problems since it is basically excluded with this method (Baerg, 1981b) .
The anti-coincidence method, in the form of livetimed anti-coincidence counting with extendable deadtime circuitry, can be successfully used as an alternative to conventional coincidence counting, as has been shown in international comparisons (Rytz, 1983; 1985a) .
